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**JUMP WITH A BALL PODCAST MODULE DOWNLOAD: 
 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/VFTraining/Jump+With+A+Ball+Podcast.mp3 
 
**DUNK BREAKDOWN PO DCAST MODULE DOWNLOAD: 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/VFTraining/Dunking+Breakdown!.mp3 
 
First Off, Thank you so much for investing in Dunk Domination! You have made an amazingly 
awesome decision and trust me!  
 
As always you know I will be right there with you on your journey to becoming a Freak 
Basketball player, and trust me, I look forward to it! We will absolutely crush the next month in 
an attempt to build you into an incredibly well rounded athlete! 
 
Dunk Domination is made to use along with Scoring Secrets. I have ran through the programs 
together and you have no fear of overtraining or anything of the sorts! This program allows for a 
100% clear and confident mind! 
 
Dunk Domination will allow you to work on skills, as well as strength and athletic training in a 
100% timely, and safe manner! So you get the most efficient workouts as a basketball player 
ever produced! Amazing stuff! 
 
Dunk Domination is a Base Training System. It teaches and allows you to safely and effectively 
work on skills WHILE building the best possible base as a basketball player! Your key to 
becoming a basketball player will lie in not only your skill work but also your BASE athleticism. 
This program will allow you to develop the best possible base athletic level without sacrificing 
your skills! 
 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/VFTraining/Jump+With+A+Ball+Podcast.mp3
https://s3.amazonaws.com/VFTraining/Dunking+Breakdown!.mp3


 
 
 

Module 1: 
 

The Dunk Formula 
This is the basis of the “Dunk Formula” 

 

Strength X Speed = Power + Technique= Dunk Domination 
 

 
 



So let’s investigate this further. 
 

 
 
Strength 
 
Overall FULL body strength (not just leg strength) is your foundation for a high vertical jump, 
and dunk domination. If you were a sports car, your strength would determine the size of the 
engine. The stronger you are, the bigger the engine you have for your vertical explosiveness. 
A great way to determine your overall strength level is through the compound lift of the 
“Squat”. The Squat is a great “strength level test” because it requires full body movement and 
stabilization. In other words, your body is a 3 linked chain. 
UPPERBODY 
CORE 
LOWERBODY 
And the Squat will let you know if any section of the chain is subject to weakness or imbalances. 
You can then calculate your squat % by dividing your 1 time max squat by your current body 
weight. For example, if you weighed 150 pounds, and squatted 300 pounds you have a Squat of 
2xbw or 2 times your body weight. A squat of 1.5x your body weight is a decent athlete with 
decent hops. At 2x your body weight your hops are really good, and you are a solid athlete. At 
2.2x and higher, you begin to get into crazy standing vertical heights from really good athletes! 
Gaining strength for vertical jump or athletics in general revolve around the concept of gaining 
muscle, disposing of access fat, and staying on a well-structured nutritional plan. This is of 
course much easier said than done! It involves a well-structured plan that must be adhered too 
in every regard. Minor slip ups will only lead to excuses, which will in turn lead to failure. 
 

 
 
 
Speed 
Speed in our “Car Analogy” would be your “gears” and how you are programmed to use your 
engine (or Strength). For example, a dump truck has a much larger engine than a Ford Mustang, 
but which one would be the fastest 0-60mph? 
The Mustang of course! It is geared to be explosive and fast quickly! Where the dump truck is 
meant to be geared slow, but strong. A lot of athletes I see have an issue of building up a slow 
geared strength base by not putting any concentration on moving weight quickly. Making them 
more of a dump truck than a sports car. In order to increase your speed, this program consists of 
some explosive Olympic lifts,plyometrics, as well as some sprinting and speed emphasized drills.  
 
The big key here though is speed work is pointless without a solid strength base! Remember, 
Strength is our foundation. If you have low strength numbers you need to get them up first. 
Build your foundation before you build your house. 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Power 
 
Described as Strength x Speed. This would be your cars “Torque”. Torque is pretty much 
described as the act of reaching a high speed in a short time. For example, if you and your 
friend are equally as fast at top speed, but you could reach top speed quicker, you would be 
more powerful. Once you are a high powered athlete you will have a pretty solid vertical 
leap! That is for sure, but there will also be some room to improve, which is always 
awesome! 
 
Technique 
 
This is the big addition I have added to this formula, and the fact that technique wasn’t in a 
“Vertical Jump” formula always really bothered me because as a high jumper you learn how 
important your approach and jumping technique really are. It is insane! 
Technique is comprised 90% of the movements you make before you leave the ground. 
Think about that. In other words if you are just concentrating on what you do in the air, or 
“trying to touch as high as you can” you are concentrating on give or take about 10% of your 
entire jump. That my friend means you have a TON of vertical potential inside of you that 
we need to out leash! Jump Technique is so important in fact, I comprised a second book 
strictly on the subject! My Freak Jump Technique also happens to be one of the best selling 
sports training programs on the market today! This is no coincidence, Athletes are 
beginning to learn the absolute importance of technique and how you are walking around 
with “Instant Inches” inside of you that will only be brought to surface with some proper 
vertical jump technique fixes! 
 
The Beauty Behind The Dunk Domination Vertical Jump 
Program 
 
This is a vertical jump program completely designed for basketball players, and the items 
basketball players possess like a basketball, a basketball court, and we have two templates 
for you 
which are: 
 
A. Weightroom Template 
B. Body Weight Template 
 
These templates will allow you to get stronger and worth on your foundation as a player 
over the next 4 weeks! The plan of this program is to build your foundation as a basketball 
player so you are not only jumping higher, but also are blowing by defenders, boxing out 
and rebounding better, being a stronger and faster defender, and being a better finisher 
around the hole. Oh and that other thing… 
 



 
 
Be Able To Dunk The Ball! 
 
Now for the record I am not saying all of this will be possible in the next 4 weeks, so don’t be 
confused with that! This program will merely build the foundation to ALLOW you to reach 
all of these awesome abilities. In order to complete all of your dreams as an athlete 
remember there are NO short cuts and that your goal may take longer than you expect, but I 
promise you that this program will allow you for a smart fast way to build a foundation and 
will be one of the quickest strength gaining programs you have ever used! 
 
As a basketball player now I want you to go back over the formula one more time from a 
“Basketball Player’s Standpoint”. Wow, looks crazy familiar to what a “perfect” player would 
be right? Strong, fast, powerful, skilled, and technically sound? 
 
Yes, it does and this is the basis of this program. To allow you to take control of yourself as 
an athlete, and dominate this formula of becoming an absolute Freak on the court! 
 
But this formula I have given you is a hell of a lot easier on paper to read than to actually 
implement successfully. You need a killer athletic mentality to have a chance at being great. 
If a formula is an equation within the realm of MATH. Then this “Dunk Formula” is an 
equation within the realm of Athletic Mentality. Yes, it is THAT big of a deal. 
 
A successful mentality is eager to learn, quick to forget, and is built on the basis of 3 
respects. 
 
1. Respect your coaches, officials, teachers and parents 
2. Respect your competition at all times, no matter how they view you 
3. Respect yourself, your body, your knowledge, and your soul 
 
Let’s dig in here and figure these 3 Respects out. 
 
1. Respect your coaches, officials, teachers and parents 
a. Do NOT talk back, even if you think you are right. 
b. Respect these people, you WILL be successful 
c. Follow instructions, and do what you say you will do 
i. Not following through on your promises is the same as lying, and a horrible 
habit to have. 
 
2. Respect your competition at all times, no matter how they view you 
 
This is broken up into two categories for me 

 
i. Sportsmanship 
ii. Gamesmanship 
 
 
 
 
 



1. Sportsmanship is the act of complete respect for your competition that leads you to never 
slowing own or easing up on competition in any game situation. It is unsportsmanlike and 
disrespectful to take an opponent lightly at any point in the game. 
 
2. Gamesmanship is respecting the game of basketball and the ability one must acquire to be 
great at it. The game is designed so the more you put into it the more you get out of it. This 
is why this is such a huge and loved game. 
 
a. There are no shortcuts 
b. There are no “secrets” 
 
i. People who respect the game, and understand that as long as they bust their butt and 
want it bad enough, they can and will succeed. 
 
3. Respect yourself, your body, your knowledge, and your soul 
 
a. You’ve heard “Your body is a temple” and honestly I understand that is hard to relate too. 
So here is a different analogy. Your body is your main tool to becoming the best basketball 
player you can possibly be, and making your dreams come true. 
 
i. And you have the ability to prime your tool and make it better, and better! Why would you 
try and deteriorate it, or break it by putting bad fuel in it, or treating it poorly. 
 
b. Respecting yourself is the first key to being successful. You have to sacrifice a lot of things 
to be great. You have to eat right, you must drink water, you must get proper sleep 
schedules, you need to lift weights and work out. 
 
i. You will be given multiple crossroads in your young life. Sometimes the choices aren’t as 
clear as you would hope. In your high school career you will be offered: 
 
1.Alcohol 

 
2. Drugs 
 
3. Law Breaking Ideas 
 
If you choose one of these paths, you do not respect yourself, your coaches, your teammates, 
parents or teachers. You let them all down. You are doing things that are detrimental to 
your body and that just can’t happen. If you can’t give up ALL of the the things listed above 
you might as well quit basketball because I don’t believe you have much of a future in it 
based on lack of respect. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A Winning Mentality 
 

 
 
Michael Jordan and Kobe Bryant… they are different than your average player. You know it 
(like them or not) and I know it. You feel it when you watch them play through the tv. You 
feel the passion and intensity they illuminate. They have “it” people say. Well you need it. 
 
I have “it” and the reason I can openly say that without a doubt is just more proof that I in 
fact have “it”. I was a 7x ACC High Jump Champion. That’s the ACC Record for the event, and 
I have more championships than any high jumper in ACC history because I walked into 7 out 
of 8 ACC Championships (The one I lost I was diagnosed with a fractured ankle 3 weeks 
prior, but still got 3rd and had to go into immediate ankle surgery the following day after the 
competition) and beat the competition in a respectful but extremely confident manner. 
 
The entire week leading up to these competition I talked about winning, I was quoted 
saying I was going to win in multiple publications, and I absolutely visualized winning. My 
competition would get to the point of defeat prior to even competing against me. “Adam, 
take it easy on us.” See, they didn’t have “it!” You never ever admit defeat until that final 
buzzer sounds. Simple as that. Michael Jordan was a very respectful player. He respected the 
strengths of other players, and his competition but never once did not consider himself the 
best player on the floor, or in the game. That’s what having “it” is about. Complete 
Confidence. 
 
“IT”= COMPLETE COMFIDENCE 
 
If you are 100% confident in yourself, and your strengths, and are constantly working on 
your weaknesses, great things will happen. 
 
How to get “It”: 
 
“Mental Confidence comes from Physical Preparedness.” 
 



Simple as that. The more you practice, and train hard, and treat yourself, and the people 
around 
you with respect, the quicker you will become 100% confident in your game and yourself. 
 

 
Module 2: 

 

Court Technique 
 

 
 
This is an awesome Module. Simple as that. In the Court Technique Module I am going to go 
into detail with you not only on proper technique to jump higher on the court, but also sport 
specific situational jumping, making you a better rebounder, defender, and best of all… 
scorer! Gotta love that. 
 
Jumping technique is best divided into two obvious categories: 
 
� 1 Foot Jumping 
� 2 Foot Jumping 
 
I’ll explain separately how to properly perform each, but for greater detail you MUST grab 
my Freak Jumping Technique System, which guarantees you inches on your vertical 
leap instantly, oh yes. 
 
The key as a basketball player within the subject of jumping is to understand the days of 
being a “1 foot” or “2 Foot” Jumper are completely over. You MUST be both. The game of 
basketball is becoming an extremely athletic game, and if you want to perform at your best 
you must be able to successfully use both jumping techniques correctly! So learn them both. 
Also do not try to learn one style and then the other. This will cause dominance within 
muscle memory. You need to add training for both training techniques to your 
training regimen. Freak Jumping Technique does this for you without any worry of over 
training, so be sure to check it out ;) 
 



 
 
 
 
1 Foot Court Technique 
 
1 foot technique comes in handy in the game of basketball when quick jumping is necessary. 
Some examples for this include: 
 
� Fast break lay ups/dunks 
� Fast break contesting (run down blocks) 
� Quick crossover 1 dribble to the basket scores 
 
The key with one leg jumping is SPEED. So first rule is you are to never ever slow down 
when you 1 foot jump! By slowing down you defeat the purpose of “Speed!” 
At the same time you must find your MCV, or Max Controlled Velocity. This sounds scientific 
but let me assure you that it isn’t at all. This just means you must only run as fast as you can 
COMFORTABLY. If you run too fast you 
 
 
A. Will not be able to jump high due to the lack of strength to support your speed 
B. You will lose control of the ball (due to lack of comfort) 
 
In order to find your max controlled velocity, you need a proper approach. A proper 
approach is acceleration, where you stay tall and explosive! A basketball player MUST 
approach the basket in this manner to get optimal “ups” as well as reach the basket quickly 
and efficiently. Every single step should be an acceleration to the basket when you are given 
the opportunity to do so. If you are unable to do so, you need to attempt a fast accelerating 
last three steps, and put your body into a tall vertical position. No hunching at the waist or 
dropping at the hips! 
 
The next part of your 1 foot approach is your take off. When doing a 1 foot take off, you will 
need to learn how to successfully plant a “penultimate step” which is a quick and explosive 
last 2 steps. In order to do this you will find it necessary to stay tall, and not bend at the 
hips. If you do this you will notice the “penultimate” step is much easier to perform. This is 
an advanced technique to learn and to teach your muscle memory so do NOT get down on 
yourself if you don’t pick it up quickly. It may take longer than you would expect. 
 
Lastly your in air portion makes up VERY little of your jumping height as your power has 
already been generated prior to you leaving the ground. That doesn’t mean that there isn’t 
proper technique for it though for maximum height! The key to in air technique is staying 
vertically tall through your core and hips. If you lean forward or backwards while you are in 
the air it will affect the height of your reach. For maximum height stay 100% vertical and 
tall. You will position yourself for optimal reach. 
 
The idea now is to learn this and practice it in game like situations so it becomes instinctive. 
Not until them will it develop into a benefit to your game. For this to come instinctive you 
need to practice it often using approach work. 
 
 



Two Foot Court Technique 
 
Two Foot jumping technique comes in handy in situations where you have to jump in a 
powerful manner when you expect contact. By jumping off of two feet in these situations 
you allow yourself a stronger in air base, and quality stability that will allow you to absorb 
contact and finish at the rim, or snag the rebound. Sounds Great, but there is a particular 
way to accomplish a quality two foot jump and I will give you the play by play below. 
In order to jump high off of two feet you need: 
 
� Speed generation (Approach) 
� A quality plant/Take off 
� And proper in air technique 
 
 
For a quality approach to your two foot jump you must generate the most speed you can 
comfortably handle (MCV), you never decelerate, and are explosive and athletic. This could 
be the case for an 8 stride approach, or a step 2 foot jump. You just need to accumulate the 
fastest controlled approach as possible. A lot of times (1 step jumps) you will not even be 
able to reach your maximum MCV due to the fact that you don’t have the time or space to 
reach it. Especially in the game of basketball, so the understanding must be to reach the best 
mcv possible given the situation. Once you do that your jump rests in the quality of your 
take off. 
 
Your Two Foot Take off is actually similar to a 1 foot take off as well in regards to the 
concept. You need to have a fast, explosive, quick contraction. You get your last two steps 
down extremely fast, and then power up vertically using your generated MCV, a fast 
contraction in your quads and core, and arms. 
 
Your take off position should be around a “Quarter Squat” position, or about half way down 
to sitting in a chair. If you are two deep, your contraction speed will be too slow and your 
dump will deteriorate within your explosion of your amortization phase (time between you 
bend down and go up) We need this phase to be as fast as it possibly can be. The faster this 
phase is, the more MCV you use, and the more vertical power you will generate. 
 
Your Two Foot Take Off is exactly the same as your 1 foot. Stay Tall, Stay Vertical. Tight 
CORE, and Keep Maximum Stability. Once you learn and master these techniques to the 
point that they reach an instinctive feeling you will notice GREAT increases in your overall 
game. You will be adding points, rebounds, and blocks to your stat sheet like you would not 
believe. This is all vital to your overall success as a player, and you will love these results. If 
you are serious about learning jumping technique in full then I highly suggest you invest in 
my Freak Jumping Technique program. This is the first program of its kind, and the best 
source for technical advice, and a technique program to increase your vertical leap 
instantly. 
 

 
 
 

http://www.jumpingtechnique.com/


 
 
 
 

Module 3: 
 

Dunk Domination Training Program 
 
Here is what you’ve been waiting for. The Meat and Potatoes of the Dunk Domination 
program!  
 
I have divided the portion of the program into two sections: 
 
� Body Weight Lifting 
� Weight Lifting 
 
Bodyweight lifting is a single template for any athlete who can’t access the weightroom. The 
weight lifting templates are devised into Beginner and Intermediate levels. Advanced 
athletes I can only recommend to grab Become a Freak V2 as you need a bit more guidance 
to get gains that only BafV2 can offer you! 
 
Bodyweight Lifting Dunk Domination Template: 
 
Bodyweight training sure has its limitations, but I knew I had to include it just for 
those who sincerely cannot gain unrestricted access to a power-rack, bench and 
a good set of dumbbells. 
 
Then again, bodyweight work does work well for certain people and the simple 
consequence from working with your own self used as resistance reflects well in 
the athletic world as you find yourself almost “fine-tuned” when performing 
movement skills. 
 
The following is designed in a triplet of cycles to stimulate your whole body with 
emphasis on the legs and core just as all my programs are; strength, explosion 
then the taper phase.  
 
 
Develop pristine technique and make it second-nature before going all-out with 
the workouts. 
 
With bodyweight, people tend to slack due to either being alone at home when 
engaging in the regiments, or because the simple light nature of each repetition 
causes their mindset to think what they are doing is easy. This should not be the 
case for you – perform every rep with all the effort you can muster in perfect form 
and watch your gains rise and rise. 



 
Weeks 1-8: (3x/week 2 days rest between weeks. E.g. Mon, Wed, Fri) 
Weeks 9-12: (2x/week 3 days rest between weeks. E.g. Mon, Thu) 
 

 

 
 
 



 

 
 
Inverted rows can and should be replaced with pullups or chinups if possible. 
Any version of pushup can and should be replaced with dips if possible. Go to 
near failure for each set. 
 
 
Weight Lifting Dunk Domination Template: 
 
Dunk Domination Template 5-week Foundation Builder! 
 
Disclaimer: I am not forcing you against your will to do these workouts and injuries 
DO happen. So by doing these workouts you agree beforehand that in no way would 
you/do you blame Adam Linkenauger (me) or Freak Athletics llc (my company) for any 
harm or injuries that may occur. 
 
Complete this Weight Training after Scoring Secrets Workouts/Basketball workouts 
If you have weight training on a day you don’t have scoring secrets, make sure to warm up 
Dynamically prior to lifting! 
Every MONDAY and THURSDAY you should do at least 10 1 foot and 2 foot Approaches, and 5 



 
 
 
Pop Ups for each week for 5 weeks! 
After 5 weeks, you should take a weeoff, then do an All Out Jumps for 
Height on Monday and Thursday! (Your gains will be coming, but not there yet! So don’t get 
discouraged!” 
 
After week 5 I would recommend your weight training revolve around squats, deadlifts, bench, 
pull ups, and core using light weight explosively! I deally Weeks 6-7 should be 6x4 reps at 
about 60% of your 1 rep max for Squats, bench, and deadlifts! 
If you want a more guided template I would refer you to weeks 5-10 of Become a Freak V2! 
These workouts with Scoring Secrets in place of the VF2 “workout” section will work 
Wonderfully! 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 



 

 



 
 


